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Abstract
Optimization of expected values in a stochastic domain is common in
real worldapplications.However,
itis often difficult tosolve such
optimization problems without significant knowledge about the surface
definedbythe
stochastic function. I n this paper we examine local
searchtechniquestosolve
stochastic Optimization. I n particular,we
analyze assumptions of smoothnessupon which these approaches often
rely.We
examine these assumptions i n thecontext ofoptimizing
search heuristics for a plannerlscheduler on two problem domains. We
compare three search algorithms to improve the heuristic sets and show
thatthesealgorithms workbecausetheir
local steps i n ourdomains
have relevant smoothnessproperties.

1. Introduction
In many optimizationapplications,theoptimizationproblem
is mademore difficult
becausethe
cost ofdeterminingthe
utility of asolution
is expensive (e.g.,high
computationalcost, limited data). Thisproblem is exacerbated i n stochasticdomains
where numerous samples are
oftenrequired to accuratelyestimate the expected value
(which is usually the optimizationtarget)based on aprobabilisticdecisioncriteria.
In
manysuch applications, high dimensionality (e.g., large search space) and complex
optimization spaces (e.g., non-convex) combine to
make the problem difficult.
For many large-scale problems, local search and iterative improvement algorithms have
been effective in finding
good
solutions.
In particular, many gradient
following
approaches have been successfully applied to difficult real-world optimization problems
[O]. However, these approaches rely on properties of the search space: that the surface
has some notion of smoothness to enable the gradient to lead to a local maxima; and that
a local maxima is likely to produce an adequate value. Furthermore, since the particular
optimization approach often defines the search operators, it also detynes the locale of the
strategy search space.Consequently,some
optimizationstrategieswouldresult
in a
search space with smoothness properties while other generation strategies would not.
We examine thisgeneralapproach applied to learningheuristics to guide search for a
planner/scheduler that solves problems from a fixed but unknown problem distribution.
Westudythe effectiveness of local searchforoptimizingplannerstrategies,
where a
strategy encodes the decision policy for the planner at each choice point i n the search. In
particular, we examineseveral issues of general interest:

1.

Weshowthattwo
different local searchstochasticoptimization
methodsfind
strategies that significantly outperform both the human expert derived strategy and a
non-local search strategy.
2. Weshowthatthesmoothness
propertyholds
for both local search algorithms
(despite their searching twoquite different spaces)
3. Surprisingly,examining thelearningtrialsshowedthatthelearningruns
hadto
modify the initialstrategiesconsiderablebefore
showing significant improvement.
This either meant that the learningalgorithms were making poor initial stepsand
better later ones, or that the learned strategies lay within avalley.We
show
empirical results that show that the
latter hypothesis is true.
Because our approach is modular to allow arbitrary candidate generation algorithms, we
are able to examine the problem for vastly different generation strategies.
In particular,
weexamine a local beam-searchcandidategenerationstrategy
and an evolutionary
computation strategy.
Theremainderof
this paper is organizedas follows. First, we describethegeneral
approach to stochastic optimization.Second, we describe how the planning application is
an instance of stochastic optimization. As part of this, we describe the specifics of the
control strategy encoding.Third, we describe the empiricalresults, focusingonthe
hypotheses outlined above. Finally, we describe related and future work i n this area.

2. Stochastic Optimization
We now describe our general
iterative
framework
for
Set
ofHypotheses
I
optimization of expected value
i n stochastic domains. First,
hypotheses are generated by a
local search, then these
hypotheses are evaluated by
testing them i n the application
domain and scoring the result
(see Figure I ) .
This
testing
Figure 1 : Optimization cycle - given a set of
occurs under the direction of a
hypotheses, ranks these hypothese, and generates a
statistical
evaluation
next generation based on the rank of the previous
component (described below).
generation
When the best one or several
hypotheses
are known with the
..
desired confidence, the process is repeated (e.g., generation of new hypotheses). This
entire cycle is repeated until some termination condition is met (e.g., number of cycles,
quiescence).
I
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To evaluatetheset
of candidatehypothesissteps,
we use statistical methodsthat
minimizeresources used to satisfydecisioncriteria
[ I ] ' . The algorithm can use an
arbitrary decision
criterion,
such
as the Probably
Approximately
Correct
(PAC)
requirement, to determine when the utility of one hypothesis is superior to another based
on pair-wise comparisons. With the PAC requirement, overall ranking error probability
(6) is determined by the sum of the errors for each pair-wise comparison, within some
approximation bound E. For the PAC requirement, it is sufficient toboundthe
1

In this paper wefocus on the candidate hypothesis generation strategies and the outer
loop. The statistical evaluation phase of the learning process is described i n further detail
in [1,2]

I

I

probability of error in ranking for pair-wise comparisons with equation (1). To minimize
resource usage, the algorithm allocates error to each pair-wise comparison based on the
estimated cost of samples for those hypotheses, and allocates a greater error
to costly
comparisons. Thus, the overall error criterion is met using the fewest resources possible
by minimizing equation 2 after each sample where c is the cost of the best hypothesis and
the cost of thei’h hypothesis, and n is the number of samples allocated to the comparison.
Thenumberofsamples,
n, can begenerated,givena
normal distribution of sample
utility, by estimating the difference i n expected utility and variance of each hypothesis.
For more information regarding these techniques, see [I].

3. Learning Planner Heuristics as Stochastic Optimization
We investigate stochasticoptimization in the context of learning control strategies for the
ASPEN planner. ASPEN uses heuristics to facilitate the iterative search for a feasible and
high utility plan. During each search step, a planner confronts a series of decisions such
as which schedule conflict to repair or the action to take to repair it. The planner resolves
these choices based on the heuristics and weights for the choice points to apply iterative
repair [13] (thusdefiningthe controlstrategy ofthe planner and hence theexpected
utility of the resulting plans).
Specifically, in our setup, a strategy hypothesis is a vectors oi’a weight for every heuristic
function, with a weight of 0 for a heuristic not i n use. The utility of a hypothesis can be
determinedbyrunningthe
plannerusingthe
control strategyhypothesis on a certain
problem instance and scoring the resulting plan. A problem generator for each domain
provides a stochastic set of problem instances to enhance the robustness of the expected
solution for the entire planning domain.
In our ASPEN setup, there are twelve choice points i n the repair search space. Higher
level choice points include choosing the conflict to resolve and choosing the resolution
method, such as preferring open constraints before violated constraints, or preferring to
add activities over moving them. Once
a resolution method is selected, further choice
points influence applications of the choice point (e.g., where to place a newly created
activity andhow to instantiate its parameters). For eachchoice point, there are many
heuristics that might be used. The hypothesis vector is the list of relative weight that is
given to each heuristic for that choice point, and by default the choice is random. Since
the planner is stochastic, the orderthat the heuristics are used at each step is randomized,
so multipleruns evenfor thesame probleminstancemay
yield arange ofsolutions
(plans) and hence a range of utilities.
The repair heuristicsweredevelopedforindividualdomainsearchrequirements
from
ASPENapplications [3]. There are also domain-specific heuristics,whichreference
particular features of a domain in order to affect the search. For each domain, the human
expert strategy hypotheses was derived independently from (and prior to) our study by
manual experimentation and domain analysis.
We examine three different spacecraft domains, which satisfy the normality assumption
of the evaluation method. The first domain, Earth Orbiter- I (EO-I), is an earth imaging
satellite. Thedomain consists ofmanaging spacecraftoperationsconstraints
(power,
thermal, pointing, buffers, telecommunications, etc.) and science goals (imaging targets
andcalibratinginstruments with observation parameters). Each probleminstance is to

create a two-day operationsplanwith:
a typical weather and instrument pattern,
observation goals (between 3 and 16), and a number of satellite passes (between 50 and
175). EO-1 plans are prefering more calibrations and observations, earlier start times for
the observations, fewer solar array and aperturemanipulations,lower maximum value
over the entire schedulehorizon for the solar array usage, and higher levels of propellant.
The Comet Lander domain modelslanded operations of a spacecraft designed to land on
a comet and return a sample to earth. Resources include power, battery, communications,
RAM, communications relay in-view, drill,and ovens. Scienceincludes mining and
analyzing a samplefromthecomet,
andimaging.
The problem generator includes
between 1 and 11 mining activities and between 1 and 24 imagingactivities at random
start times. The scoring functions for the Comet Lander domain includes preferences for
more imagingactivities, more miningactivities,morebattery
chargeovertheentire
horizon, fewer drill movements, and fewer uplink activities.
The two local search types used were a local beam search method and an evolutionary
computationmethod.The
local beam search [ O ] definesa vector’sneighborhoodas
changing the subset of thevector associated with a choice point by less than a certain step
size. As opposedto propagatingonlyhighest-rankingvector,thesearch
propagates a
beam b of vectors, where 0 is greater or equal to I . Samples for each individual candidate
hypothesis are generated and scored using the planner, and ranking is done by pair-wise
comparisons of these sample utilities for each candidate hypothesis i n a generation. For
each generation,the beam searchtakesthe
top ranking h hypotheses, creates h/g
candidate neighbor hypotheses for each of them, and ranks the candidate hypotheses
to
create the subsequentgeneration.
The evolutionary algorithm [5] usesthreegeneral operators (crossover, mutation,and
reproduction) to generate the next set of hypotheses. Parents are chosen
based on their
relative ranking, where the higher-scoring hypotheses are more likely to be parents. The
crossover operator was not aware of subsets of thehypothesisvectorrelated
to each
choice point, so it could choose to split within one of those subsets. For all operators, the
results are normalized to 100% before evaluation. Samples for each individual candidate
hypothesis are generated and scored using the planner. and ranking is done by pair-wise
comparisons of these sample utilities for each candidate hypothesis i n a generation. For
each hypothesis in a generation, the algorithm either reproduces one parent orcrosses two
parentsbased on their ranking in theprevious generation, and mutates the resulting
candidate hypothesis.
Randomsampling is another (non-local) method ofsearch. Vectors are generatedat
random and deep sampling is performed on thesevectorsfora
planning domain. The
results show a distribution of randomhypothesispointsandexpectedutility
for these
random points in the strategy space.
Although the local search algorithms are greedy given a correct ranking, due to sampling
error the ranking algorithm can produce only an approximation of the correct ranking.
Furthermore, as the overall utility of the candidatehypotheses continuestoimprove,
ranking is more difficultbecausethehypotheseshavehighervariancesrelative
to the
differences in the mean(this is aphenomenon well understoodrelated tothe Least
Favorable Configuration (LFC) i n statistical ranking). Consequently, the highest overall
expected utilityhypothesismightnotoccur
i n the finaliteration,and the optimization
algorithm does not know the trueutilities of the strategies sampled (it only has estimates).
To address this problem, each of our algorithms (beam-search and evolutionary) select
the highest estimatedutility strategy from all seen during that run (e.g., potentially not the
last strategy). When we report that strategy’s utility, we report a true utility based on a

deep sample of many more samples. Since
each run takesseveralCPU
days, we are
continuing to perform more optimization runs to provide more detailed results.

4. Empirical Results
One simple question is “Can the local optimizationtechniquesimprove
on the human
expert strategies? In both the EO-1 domain and the Comet Lander domain, we compare
expected utilities of: the handcrafted expert strategy and best and average strategies found
by: random sample in Table 1. For local beam search and local genetic search we report
on the top strategyin the final set of strategies (recall that the beam has several strategies
retained and the genetic search has the population) as well as the average of thestrategies
in the final set.
Domain

Expert

Comet Lander

0.538

Random Sample
Mean
High
0.531

EO-I

Local Beam Search
Mean
High

Genetic Search
Mean
High

0.461
0.196

0.341
0.4460.161

0.569

0.593

0.549

0.382

0.444

0.426

Table 1 : Summary Utility Results
Theresultsshowthatthe
local searchoptimization wasableto
find strategies that
significantly improved on the expert strategies. Below we plot histograms for randomly
selected strategies in the Comet Lander and EO-I domains. These show that the local
search optimization techniquesfound very good strategies overall in the space, among the
best
possible
strategies.
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The traces of the twolocal search techniques operating on each of the domains is shown
below (e.g., deep sample utility versus iteration). The shapes of these graphs (little early
improvement) led us to believe that the expert strategies are located in a valley of the
search space. In order to test this con.jecture, we generated random walks i n the strategy
spaces. This data confirms that the
expertstrategies lay i n a valley but that sufficient
gradient informationexisted to allow the learning to escape thevalley. One potential
explanation could be that the variance of the problems from a single domain requires a
large amount offlexibility in the planner heuristics ( e . g stochasticity), whereas the expert
designed the set of heuristics such that it would choose a single non-random strategy for
each choice point every time (because
it is easier to understand such a strategy).
Howdidthe
local searchtechniquesfindtheir
way out of the valley? Local search
algorithms are effective on these domains if the search spaces are smooth with respect to
the candidate hypothesis generation functions. Smoothness i n a discrete domain can be
determined by measuring the difference in expected utility between ad.jacent points, (wrt
a search step definition) is small compared to the difference i n expected utility between

0.584

Utility v. Iteration- Lander Random Walk Beam . Lander random w a l k GA, Lander GA
BO1 Random Walk Beam, BO1 Beam, EO1 ( i A
two randomly selected points in the search space. Table 2 shows the relative smoothness
of the two domains for the three search algorithms. For random search. adjacent points
are any two vectors in the strategy space (Genetic Search EO-i data forthcoming). The
average difference in expected utility is measured between two adjacent points, where the
initial point is a randomly generated hypothesis, and the adjacent point is one step (as
defined by thecandidate hypothesis generation function) from that point.
Domain Random
Mean
Comet Lander
EO-I

0.0435

Search
Std Dev

Local Beam Search Genetic Search
Std Dev
Std Dev Mean
Mean

0.0293

0.0134
0.0145

0.0066
0.0093 0.0086

0.0244
0.0466
0.0442

Table 2: Mean Aexpected-score between adjacent compared to random points

5. Related Work, Future Work, and Conclusions
There is significant related work on efficientsearchtechniques.
The Q2 algorithm
optimizesthe expected outputof a noisy continuousfunction,
but does not have
guarantees on the results[cite].ResponseSurfaceMethods
IO] have been applied to
optimization problems in continuous domains, our but require modification for discrete
domains(as in our planningheuristics
domain). Evaluatingcontrolstrategies
is a
growing area of interest. Horvitz [6] described a method for evaluating algorithms based
on acost versus qualitytradeoff.
Russell, Subramanian, and Parr[ IO] used dynamic
programming to rationally select among a set of control strategies by estimating utility,
including cost. MULTI-TAC[8] considers all k-wisecombinations ofheuristicsfor
solving a CSP in its evaluation, which also avoids problems with local maxima, but at a
largeexpensetothe
search.Previousarticlesdescribingwork
in adaptivesolving
described general methods, whichhave been developedfor transforming a standard
problem solver into an adaptive one. Gratch & Chien [Sa] illustrated the application of
adaptive problem solving to real world scheduling problems and showed how adaptive
problem solving can be cast as a resource allocation problem. Zhang and Dietterich used
reinforcement learning to learn applicability condition for scheduling operators, using a
sliding time window of applicability for those operators [ 121. Our optimization approach
is equivalentto learning naNe bayesian model using an ExpectationMaximization
approach (). One difference is that our model attempts to minimize resource usage by
updating the model after each sample, as opposed to sampling i n bulk, simply because of
the high sample cost and the low cost to update the model.

.

Futurework
includes determining how to ad.just searchrates,learning
composite
strategieswhichinvolve
logicaldecisionsabouttherelativeusage
ofheuristics as
opposed to statistical methods, and a portfolio approach, which combines heuristics and
chooses which setto use based on domainfeatures .judged statically or at run time.
Additional work has been proposed for hypothesis evaluation based on a different set of
stopping criteria,which can be resourcebounded(specificallyconsidering
time as the
resource), as in previous works on a similar topic [4].
This paper has presented an approach to optimization of expected values i n a stochastic
domain is common in realworldapplications.Specifically,
we presented an approach
based on local search of the optimization space. We presented empirical results from an
application to learningplannerheuristics
i n which learned strategies significantly
outperformed human expert derived
strategies.
And we also
presented
empirical
evidence
that
these local search
techniques
performed
well because smoothness
properties held in these applications.
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